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Testing grid connected PV Inverter circuits at UfE in 1987



Plug and play PV-Inverter of the late eighties.



UfE ENS islanding control device using grid impedance step 
monitoring to detect uncontrolled islanding.





Grid connected photovoltaic systems on rooftops in Germany!!! can 
produce twice the electricity that is used in the house below.





Silicon used for solar cells is one 
of the most common elements on 
earth. There is more silicon and 
aluminium as needed to cover the 
whole surface of the world a 
hundred times.

The high price of solar cells has 
nothing to do with the raw 
material. It is human labour and 
some energy costs.
But energy is only about 3% of 
the whole costs. So 97% is left to 
human labour. 

Solar energy is nothing than human labour and sustainable business!





One of the very few reasons  
against  Renewable  Energies is 
the higher price. But the price of 
electricity from RE has been 
decreasing in the past, and this  
developement will continue as 
sure as the price for energy 
based on fossil sources will 
increase -  as long as it is legal 
to burn these resources just for 
energy.
There is no doubt that this two 
lines will cross some day, it is 
only a question when this will 
be. This day will be the end of 
the fossil energy age.



Introduction of RE in 
Germany is supported 
by the Renewable 
Energy Law. 
The costs of RE 
introduction of about 
2 billion Euro now 
could raise to a peak 
of 4 billion in 2015.

But it will decrease 
again and turn into 
profits in 2030.  



In countries with stronger 
RE resources this 
differential costs will be 
lower and turn into profits 
more early.



These figures are based on 
an assumtion of annual 
growth of fossile energy 
prices of 2%. 
Maybe this assumtion 
would be much too low.
Then costs for RE 
introduction would turn into 
profits within an few years!



So we could have RE and 
there would be a lot of 
benefits from using them.
But there are concerns about 
how this could work in the 
electric power networks 
with a bigger share of 
renewable and distributed 
energies.

I want to show you now that 
it would be possible to 
integrate even 100% of RE 
into the grid.

?



load generation

Grid Regulation

If load and 
genereration in the 
whole power network 
are balanced, the grid 
frequency is in the 
nominal range of 
50Hz.
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load generation

Grid Regulation
If there is more load 
than generation the 
rotors of syncronous 
generators in the 
power plants of the 
whole network are 
loosing speed and grid 
frequency will 
decrease.
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If there is more load 
than generation the 
rotors of syncronous 
generators in the 
power plants of the 
whole network are 
loosing speed and grid 
frequency will 
decrease.



load generation
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This loss of frequency 
must be stopped and 
compensated within 
seconds to keep the 
stability of the 
network. 



load generation

Grid Regulation
The regulators 
monitoring the 
frequency in the plants 
will boost the power 
within seconds 
(primary regulation) 
until the balance is 
nearly reached again.  
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load generation

Grid Regulation Primary
reserve

secondary
  reserve

After a few minutes the 
secondary power 
reserve is taking over 
until the balance of load 
and generation is 
reached again and the 
primary power reserve 
is released for the next 
fast reaction.



load generation

Grid Regulation

Small renewable 
energy systems do not 
support this regulation 
service until now. 
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load generation

Grid Regulation

If grid stabilisation is 
left only to the 
conventional power 
plants the share of 
renewable  and 
distributed energy 
systems will be limited .
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stop!



Solar power plants with storage capacity can be regulated.







Geothermal is stored energy for thousands of years.



heat storage



load generation

Grid Regulation

„intelligent“ loads 
could substitute 
storage and regulation 
capacity on the 
generation side.
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Loads are not „intelligent“.



How to make loads 
„intelligent“ ?

Imagine a black box and 
put some engineers in it.

Give them instruments to 
measure grid frequency 
and voltage.

Give them the following 
tasks:



watch frequency and switch 
off the load immediately if 
frequency is decreasing! This 
helps stabilizing the whole 
network.



watch frequency and switch 
off the load immediately if 
frequency is decreasing! This 
helps stabilizing the whole 
network.

Learn daily and weekly 
load profiles 
corresponding to 
voltage and learn how 
fast the temperature in 
the freezer is increasing 
and decreasing.



watch frequency and switch of 
the load immediately if 
frequency is decreasing! This 
helps stabilizing the whole 
network.

Learn dayly and weekly 
load profiles 
correspondenting to 
voltage and learn how 
fast the temperatur in 
the freezer is increasing 
and decreasing.

Make a strategy to switch on and off 
the cooling machine of the freezer  
avoiding times of higher grid load 
and using times of lower grid load.



Today we are able to shrink this black box!
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This is what our engineers found out to 
optimize the freezer.
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It could be used for airconditioning too.
     (This is the place of the Rio5 Conference)
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It could also be used for 
charging the batteries of electric 
vehicles.  



In the californian V2G (Vehicle to Grid) project vehicle batteries are 
used as an active power reserve for the grid via bidirectional inverters 
and wireless and internet based control. (www.V2G.com)



New battery technologies could increase the range of electric 
vehicles dramatically.



Chineese style



Califorian style



Indian style



German style



German style

Conclusions:

There are more of RE 
resources than we need.
Some of them is stored 
energy und can be regulated 
to meet changing demands.
Stabilization and regulation 
of the Power networks can be 
done with small distributed 
microelectronics.
A future power network with 
distributed intelligence will 
be possible.
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